
AESOP’S FABLE:  The Dog, the Cock, and the Fox 

A Play Written by Connie Frank 

Narrator on Friendship Between a Rooster and a Dog:  Friends can help you celebrate good times 

and provide support during bad times. Friends prevent isolation and loneliness and give you a 

chance to offer needed companionship, too. Friends can also: Increase your sense of belonging and 

purpose. But can a rooster and a dog be friends and companions on a journey?  Roosters and dogs 

might not seem like the most compatible species, but with an early start, some good training and a 

watchful eye, many dogs can live harmoniously with a flock of chickens.  Both are intelligent and 

straightforward but may be easily disenchanted by the other's frailties. As a rule, they work hard to 

be good to others, but this union could bring out the most disagreeable traits in them and make 

them stubborn. Both are short-tempered when thrown the bait and can be belligerent. 

Characters:  

 Narrator: 

 Rooster: 

 Dog: 

 Fox: 

Script:  

Narrator: Two unlikely friends are sitting near the farmhouse just outside the chicken coop.  It had 

been hard times lately, but they had still remained friends despite the general lack of 

available food. The farmer and his wife were very poor, and they tried, but they could not 

support the animals on the farm, so they had been much discussion between them on what 

would happen to the animals when they sold the farm. 

Rooster: (Yawning) I’m bored.  (Looking up with one eye closed) 

Dog: Of course, you are. 

Narrator: The two friends looked at each other, both thinking the same thing, and the dog shrugged. 

Dog: I heard them talking again. They are going to sell the farm.  They have to do it. 

Rooster: I hate the thought of never seeing you again.  I still dream of seeing the big city and going to 

Broadway plays.  I would be famous, and my voice alone would make me comfortable in 

my old age. 

Dog: Me too.  (The dog laid his head down on his paws.)  I dream of having huge fields to run. 

Ever since the farmer and his wife sold the extra land they had around here, I have 

forbidden to run.  My muscles creak form longing. 

Rooster: (Sighing) I still want to see the world.  (Sighing again deeply) It does not seem fair.  I have 

lived all my life on this farm, and now it seems that my fate is to be someone’s dinner on a 

table. 

Dog: Don’t say that! Besides, you would be too skinny for a decent meal.  People like their 

chicken plump. 

Narrator: The Dog and the Rooster watched as the farmer’s wife walked out the door and called to 

the chickens to come eat.  Dog watched Rooster’s reaction, and Rooster did not seem 

hungry.  Dog suddenly had an idea. 

Dog: You know, we should set out on our own to see the world.  (His long ears flapped as his 

head excitedly moved up and down.)  Yes, we should!   

Rooster: Really?  You do not think we will get eaten? 

Dog: Or starve? 

 

 

 



Narrator:   The two friends looked at each other and grinned.  That evening they decided to leave the 

farmyard and to set out into the world along the road that led to the woods. Both were very 

fond of the farmer and his wife, so they cuddled up to them the rest of the day, and the dog 

slept at the foot of their bed that night. He even put up with the farmer talking in his sleep.  

And so, at first light, the dog stole out of the house through the doggy door and ran to meet 

his friend, the Rooster, who was crowing loudly. 

Dog: Don’t wake them up!  (Hurtling himself so fast that he almost knocked Rooster over.) Give 

me a few minutes. 

Narrator:   So, they decided to leave the farmyard when Rooster finished, and then the two friends set 

out into the world along the road that led to the woods. At first, they were a little leery and 

careful, thinking that danger may spring itself on them at any time, but nothing out of the 

ordinary happened, except it startled them when a flock of grouse flew from the 

underbrush.  The Dog chased them as though he was a puppy again, and his limbs began to 

tingle. The Dog ran back to his friend with his tongue lolling and lay down, tired but 

happy. 

Dog: Life can be so wonderful, if only one takes each moment of the day to enjoy the sights 

around them. 

Rooster: You are so right, my friend.  I am happy too.   

Narrator:   The two comrades traveled along in the very best of spirits and without meeting any 

adventure to speak of, but when night came, they both became a little nervous.  Shadows 

were lengthening in the trees, and they remembered that they were not used to being out 

on their own. As the shadows grew longer and darkness rolled in, Rooster became anxious.  

At nightfall when the Dog had just about despaired of finding a good place to sleep, the 

Rooster, looking for a place to roost as was his custom, spied nearby a hollow tree that he 

thought would do very nicely for a night's lodging. 

Rooster: I think this will work well. Dog, you can creep inside the hollow of the tree and I can fly up 

on one of the branches. What do you think? 

Dog: (Sniffing around the tree and inside the hollow area) I think this is going to be very nice!  I 

will just curl myself up into a ball to stay warm. It has been a busy day. I have learned and 

smelled so many new smells today! But I am tired. 

Rooster: (Yawning) I am too.  Goodnight, Dog! Thank you for seeing the world with me. 

Narrator: Before he could hear the Dog’s quiet answer, Rooster was fast asleep.  It really had been a 

busy day for both of them. 

Narrator: With the first glimmer of dawn the Cock awoke. For the moment he forgot just where he 

was. He thought he was still in the farmyard where it had been his duty to arouse the 

household at daybreak. So, standing on tiptoes he flapped his wings and crowed lustily. 

Rooster:   Oops! I forgot, Dog. Sorry. 

Narrator: Rooster could not see Dog stirring, but he knew he was still there as the hollow of the tree 

echoed a very faint snore. 

Rooster: Oh boy I forgot that he snores. At least he did not wake me up.  Maybe he just rolled over 

and went back to sleep. 

Narrator: A slight crackle on dry twigs told the Rooster that he was no longer alone.  His head darted 

back and forth until he spied the newcomer. Apparently, instead of awakening the farmer, 

the Rooster had awakened a Fox who was not far off in the woods.  The Fox looked up into 

the tree and immediately had rosy visions of a very delicious breakfast.  The fox hurried 

quickly to the tree where the Rooster was roosting on a top limb. 

Fox: Oh my!  Oh, there you are. (Politely bowing to the Rooster) 

Rooster: Hello there. 

Fox: I thought I heard someone new in the forest.  A hearty welcome to our woods, honored sir. 

 



Narrator:   Now the Rooster was not some young spring chicken.  He was an adult, and he knew that 

sly mild voice was hiding the heart of a predator.  This predator loved chicken.  The Rooster 

remembered several times when a Fox had gotten into the henhouse, and he had been 

forced to attack the fox until the farmer could bring his shotgun.  At the sound of the first 

shot, the fox always ran away, but the farmer always shot his gun twice more to intimidate 

the fox. The Rooster knew that foxes were very clever, and so he grew quiet while the Fox 

got more talkative.  He was downright charming. 

Fox: I cannot tell you how delighted I am to see you here. I am quite sure we shall become the 

closest of friends. 

Rooster: Why, I feel highly flattered, kind sir. 

Fox: Can I come in? I would love to sit close to you to find out how you got here in these woods. 

Rooster: (Slyly) If you will please go around to the door of my house at the foot of the tree, my 

porter will let you in. 

Fox: You have a porter? Oh my, I am impressed. 

Narrator: The hungry but unsuspecting Fox went around the tree as he was told, and in a twinkling 

the Dog had seized him. The Dog tore at the Fox and chased him away from the tree while 

the Fox yowled and whined in pain.  When the Dog returned, he looked up at the Rooster. 

Dog: Are you okay? 

Rooster: Yes, I am thanks to you.  Thank you, my friend. 

Narrator: Before the fox could return, the two friends ate a breakfast of berries and nuts, then went on 

their merry way to see the world 

Narrator: According to Aesop, the fox is a very crafty and cunning hunter, but in this instance, the fox 

did not get his prey. If the dog had not been there with his friend, Rooster may not have 

made it out of the clutches of the fox. 

The moral of the story is:   

“Those who try to deceive may expect to be paid in their own coin.” 
 


